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Predictive Analytics
Software that learns from historical data in order to make
predictions and recommendations for future events.
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Predictive Analytics

Predictive Analytics is software
that learns from historical data
in order to make predictions and
recommendations for future events.

Google’s recommender system is the backbone of their
commercial operation. Their revenue is directly tied into
how well they can recommend ads to you given your
search and historical browsing context.

When to use “predictive analytics”

Examples – Complex machine learning

Machine analysis of data can be beneficial under all
circumstances but it is especially useful when data is:

Predictive analytics can also be used in very complex
fields. A good example of this is Ibm’s Watson. This super
computer proved to be better than humans on the game
show Jeopardy a few years ago. Now, it has outperformed
doctors in the ability to predict certain forms of cancer.

• Very large; making micro trend analysis almost impossible.
• Not intuitive; sensor, web logs, etc are very difficult to
manually analyse
• Many attributes; if data events have many attributes it can
be very hard to manually find correlations and relationships.

Examples - Recommenders

Companies like Amazon, Netflix have also made
recommenders a core part of their marketing strategy.

“In tests, Watson’s successful diagnosis rate for lung
cancer is 90%, compared to 50% for human doctors”
More examples
Recommenders are mainly applicable to ecommerce
sites and complex machine learning applications are still
somewhat in the realms of scientific research. However,
many of these techniques can be used today to help your
organisation make better decisions.
Marketing
Lifetime value, customer segmentation, discount targeting
Sales
Lead prioritisation, demand forecasting
Risk
Fraud detection, credit risk
Customer support
Call centre optimisation and call volume forecasting

Picnet & Predictive Analytics
Picnet can help your organisation with your data projects.
• Big data infrastructure/software consulting
• Distributed database implementations
• Reporting and data visualisation
• Predictive Analytics
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